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Disclaimer
This presentation does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer, invitation or inducement to purchase or subscribe for any securities nor shall it or any
part of it form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. This document does not constitute either advice or a recommendation
regarding any securities of the Company. Any person who is in any doubt about the subject matter of this document should consult an authorised person. The Company is not obliged
to accept an offer to subscribe for shares from a recipient and shall not be obliged to disclose its reasons for any refusal. Each of the Company and its advisers reserve the right to
negotiate with one or more prospective investors at any time and to enter into an agreement with any of them on any terms and without prior notice to the other prospective investors
and to change, without notice, any procedure for the offer of shares or terminate negotiations at any time prior to the signing of any binding agreement in relation to the offer of shares.
The contents of this document are strictly private and confidential and, accordingly, the contents of this document must not be published, reproduced, copied or disclosed to any
person other than the recipients’ professional advisers and then only on the condition that such professional advisers maintain the confidentiality of this document. By accepting
delivery hereof, the recipient agrees to return this document to the Company promptly on request, together with any other materials provided to it in connection herewith, without
retaining any copies. Each recipient should make its own independent assessment of the merits or otherwise of acquiring the Shares and should take its own professional advice. This
document does not purport to contain all the information that the recipient may want or require in investigating the Company. Any party must rely upon his own inquiries and
investigations.
Unless specifically attributed to another source, any targets, forecasts, estimates and projections contained in this document have been prepared by the management of the Company
and involve elements of subjective judgement and analysis which may or may not be correct. In addition, some statements contained in this document or in documents referred to in it
are or may be forward-looking statements. Actual results may differ from those expressed in such statements, depending on a variety of factors. Any forward-looking information
contained in this document has been prepared on the basis of a number of assumptions that may prove to be incorrect, and accordingly, actual results may vary. The information set
out herein may be subject to updating, completion, revision, verification and amendment and such information may change materially.
Neither the Company nor its advisers nor any of their respective directors or employees or any other person make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the
accuracy or completeness of the contents of this document or of any other document or information supplied at any time in connection with any proposed placing of shares. In
particular, but without limitation, no representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of, and no reliance should be placed on, any assumptions, targets,
forecasts, projections, estimates or prospects with regard to the anticipated future performance of the Company. No responsibility or liability is accepted by any such person for any
errors, misstatements or omissions in this document or any other such document or information. The exclusions set out in this paragraph do not extend to an exclusion of liability for, or
remedy in respect of, fraudulent misrepresentation. Neither the Company nor its respective advisers or any of their respective directors or employees or any other person shall be
obliged to provide the recipient with any further information or to update this document or correct any inaccuracies that become apparent.
This document and the investment activity to which it relates may be communicated to, and is only directed at persons in the United Kingdom who are, (i) persons having professional
experience in matters relating to investments, being investment professionals as defined in Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order
2005 (as amended) (“FPO”),(ii) persons falling within Article 43 of the FPO (including existing members of the Company), (iii) persons falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the FPO
(including high net worth companies and unincorporated associations), and / or (iv) persons to whom communication may otherwise be lawfully made, (together ”relevant persons”).
The document must not be acted on or relied upon by any persons who are not relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to which the document relates is available only
to relevant persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons.
Any recipient of this document, to whom communication of it is not lawful, should return it to the Company immediately.
There shall be no sale of the shares in any state or jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful. Neither this document nor anything contained herein shall
form the basis of, be relied on, or act as an inducement in connection with, any offer or commitment whatsoever. In particular, this document and the information contained herein are
not an offer of securities for sale in the United States and are not for publication or distribution to persons in the United States (within the meaning of Regulation S under the U.S.
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”)). The securities proposed to be offered by the Company have not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act
and may not be offered or sold in the United States except pursuant to an exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act. This document is to be read in
conjunction with the presentation from Company management, is not to be copied or distributed further than the first recipient.
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History of Hardide
We apply patented, advanced surface technology nano-structured coatings to
industrial metal components, using the gas-phase technology Chemical Vapour
Deposition (CVD). This significantly increases the working life of the components

2000
company
formed

2003
relocated
to Bicester,
Oxon

2005
floated on
AIM

2016
opened
facility in
US

2017
Airbus
approval

Leading global innovator and developer of advanced Tungsten
Carbide based metal coatings
Strong IP portfolio: 5 patents registered since incorporation
New patent pending for coating of turbine blades
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Hardide group facilities
UK – Head office and
10,000 sq.ft coating facility
in Oxfordshire*

Russia – Research lab in
Moscow. Scientists with
decades in CVD research.
Working on new Hardide
formulations

USA – 25,000 sq.ft
coating facility in
Martinsville, Virginia,
opened in 2016

*Shortly moving to new,
larger premises
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Key facts of FY18
Turnover c. £4.6m
High margins:
• Variable margin: >70%
• Gross margin: > 50%
• High operational gearing
Leonardo Helicopters full
approval in progress

Patented coating technology

Head office and main facility
in Bicester, Oxfordshire

Group headcount c. 45

Approved supplier to
BAE and Airbus

3 year sales growth: 47%
CAGR

Current major markets Oil & Gas
and Flow Control: downhole
components, pumps and valves
Visibility of near term
EBITDA break even
© 2019 All content is confidential and remains the property of Hardide plc

US coatings facility in
Martinsville, Virginia
opened 2016

Developing markets: aerospace,
power generation, precision
engineering
Strong balance sheet
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Key Markets

Oil & Gas
➢Used by leading oil
& gas service
providers –
downhole, well
stimulation and
subsea
➢Coating of
industrial diamonds

Flow Control
➢Severe service
pumps & valves for
demanding
environments

Precision
Engineering
➢Power generation,
plastics extrusion,
baggage X-ray
machines, silicon
wafer production
➢Steam turbine
blade applications

Aerospace
➢BAE and Airbus
approved,
Leonardo approval
in progress,
multiple
applications with
global aero players
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Technology
Nano-structured tungsten carbide, metallurgical coatings that significantly extend the life of
critical parts and tools. A CVD (Chemical Vapour Deposition) process creates an extremely
hard, tough and thin layer with a number of advantages over competitor processes.
Superior wear & erosion
resistance

Internal Surfaces and Complex
Shapes

Outperforms hard chrome by
factor of 12 and cemented
tungsten carbide by factor of 3

Gas-phase deposition process allows
uniform coating to form on internal
surfaces and complex designs. This is
not possible for HVOF, Plasma Spray,
D-Gun or PVD Coating technologies

Chemical Resistance
Toughness and Flexibility

Virtually pore-free structure
provides very high protection
against a range of corrosive and
aggressive chemicals

Tailored Hardness
Gas phase of process allows
precise control over hardness.
Micro hardness of up to 4000HV
can be achieved

Follows contours of substrate and has
high flexibility – substantially reducing
the risk of cracking under deformation

Ease of Finishing
Only polishing required in contrast to
expensive grinding with other technologies especially with complex shapes
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Coating Thinness
CVD process requires no binder,
creating a less bulky structure than
alternative technologies
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Accreditations
Hardide coating sites are accredited to various international standards:➢Aerospace quality management system: AS9100 RevD
➢Nadcap: the global aerospace accreditation (currently UK site only)

➢Quality management system: ISO 9001:2015
➢Environmental standard: ISO 14001:2015 (currently UK site only)
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FY19 – interim results
Half year ending 31 March 2019: comparison with H1 FY18
• Record first half revenue of £2.35m: increase of 9%
• Continuing strategy of customer diversification:
- over half H1 revenues from customers new within last 3 years

• Sales to North America - increase of 32%
• Sales to Flow Control customers- increase of 52%

• Gross profit £1.05m – lower by £0.1m – temporary adverse product mix in H1
• Ebitda loss of £0.44m – £0.30m higher loss
• Successful fundraise of £3.6m to fund long-term development

• Cash at bank of £5.35m
❖14 May – announced selection by Airbus for coating flap pads on A380
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Financial trends
Product mix
effect
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Year on Year comparison
Sales grew strongly over the past three years (47% per year) but gross profit grew
nearly twice as fast (87% per year) and fixed costs (production overheads + admin
costs) grew at only 16% per year.
£m

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

CAGR

Sales

2.14

3.24

4.61

47%

Variable Gross Margin %

67%

75%

73%

Fixed costs of sales

0.75

0.85

0.97

14%

Gross Profit

0.69

1.58

2.41

87%

Gross Profit %

32%

49%

52%

Overheads

1.99

2.33

2.71

EBITDA

(1.31)

(0.74)

(0.30)

'Fixed' costs

(2.74)

(3.18)

(3.68)
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17%

16%
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Business development

Airbus

Leonardo
Helicopters

➢ Selected for wing flap pad
components on A380 and
multiple other components
at final stage of approval

Oil & Gas

➢Two new major supply
contracts in place
➢Three new major customer
applications

Flow
Control

➢Additional high volume
components from the major
pump customer

➢ Final stages before part
approval on transmission
system

Precision
Engineering

Other
Aerospace

➢New interest from US
aerospace companies trials with Triumph
Aerospace and others
➢Parts in flight testing with a
global MRO
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North
America

➢Continuing demand for xray baggage screening
machine parts
➢Power generation turbine
blade opportunities
➢Additional business
development manager
appointed
➢Now 68% of Group
turnover
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UK site expansion plans
• UK revenue potential constrained by size of
current premises
• Successful recent fundraising of £3.6m for
relocation and new equipment
• Moving to new 20,000 ft2 factory unit on
prestigious business park in Bicester
• Doubling UK productive capacity
- 3 new coating reactors, including one
larger unit for turbine blades
• Move to be competed by September 2020
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Investment proposition
❖A unique coating technology that fills a
major gap in the range of competitors’
coatings:➢coats uniformly where others cannot:
❖complex shapes

➢Strong revenue growth
➢Large market size
➢Solid position in oil & gas sector

➢coating facilities in UK and USA

➢On verge of significant breakthroughs in
aerospace markets: Airbus, Leonardo
Helicopters and others

➢new, larger UK premises planned for 2020

➢Selected by Airbus for A380 components

➢doubling UK coating capacity and increased
capability

➢Power generation turbine blade market
opportunities are huge – development
supported by EDF

❖internal as well as external surfaces

We will continue to grow Hardide by investing in business development and
production capability. We see this as the best way to maximise shareholder value
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Thankyou for listening!
Questions?
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Application case studies
Customer testimonials
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Eurofighter Typhoon
Richard Goldie, Senior Designer - Eurofighter Typhoon
BAE Systems
“Hardide has developed a unique
coating technology which addressed a
specific challenge being faced on
Typhoon. We worked together with
Hardide to engineer a solution which
was tested extensively and proven
successful for the required application.
The initial testing and development of
the coating, which led to a new Typhoon
specification, was successful due to
effective communication and the ability
of both companies to react accordingly
during the testing phase.”

© 2019 All content is confidential and remains the property of Hardide plc

Hardide coated aerospace bushes
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EDF Energy Nuclear Generation
Graham Young , Steam & Rotating Plant Engineer, EDF Energy Nuclear Generation Ltd,
owner and operator of Hinkley Point B nuclear power station:
“Hardide offered a very cost-effective, highperformance solution to extend the life of the 15MW
boiler feed pump steam valves in the plant at Hinkley
Point B. There were technical challenges in applying
the coating process to the large Stellite 6 valve covers
and Hardide provided excellent troubleshooting
support and delivered the parts in time so as not to
affect the availability of the power plant equipment.
Spare valve cover guide sleeves have also been
ordered and these will be deployed onto the other unit
in the near future. We are also evaluating Hardide for

Hinkley Point B 15MW Main Boiler Feed
Pump & Turbine Plant

other applications within EDF Energy.”
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Weatherford: Bearing Pins for Expandable Tooling
“The expansion tooling is required to function under
a harsh loading environment to expand both slotted
and solid base pipe. The rollers are required to
function smoothly and effectively over a potentially
long, continuous string of ESS®. Therefore the
bearing within the rollers must have high strength but
low friction capabilities.
The Hardide Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD)
coating applied to the roller pins has provided a
significant contribution in tool reliability to allow
completions to be run in deep wells and also over
long production zones of over 2000ft of continuous
ESS®.”

(Weatherford)
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Severe Service Valves: Heap & Partners
Peter Burnett, Business Development Manager,
Heap & Partners:
“ Hardide has an excellent reputation as
a high-performing coating for severe
service metal-seated ball valves and
seats. We began design and testing of
the coating in 2011 and it is now being
used on 2” to 4” balls and seats in our
new PHASE range of high pressure,
side-entry ball valves which are

Hardide coated ball valves and seats

designed for high criticality oil and gas

applications.”
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Hardide Triples Life of Severe Service Valves
Flowserve tested Hardide coating on McCANNA metal
seated ball valve. Hardide-coated 316 stainless ball
and seats were compared to Stellite ball valve in an
abrasive slurry:
•

Stellite failed in 29,000 cycles

•

Hardide-coated stainless valve was still in working
conditions after 70,000 cycles, tests stopped
without valve failure

The use of Hardide has enabled Flowserve to offer
316 Stainless steel as the base metal for use in
severe service applications that require metal to metal
seating, including abrasive and slurry applications.
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Customer Testimonials
Jeff Rutland, Director of Engineering, D Tech Drilling

“Hardide allows a level of design flexibility
that we have not found in other coatings.
This means that we can easily revise designs
and increase component complexity in the
knowledge that Hardide can be applied
exactly where we want it.”
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Centrifugal Pump Bearings: Field Tests
• Alfred Conhagen, Inc. tested CVD coating on
hydrodynamic/hydrostatic radial and thrust bearings in
eight-stage and six-stage high-performance centrifugal
pumps in high temperature refinery service.

Pump non-drive
end Bearing

• Product temperature of 450oF, when both the octane and diesel have
poor lubricity, with entrained solids: pipe scale and some coke
fines, and occasionally catalyst carryover which can quickly destroy
fine clearances.
• The Hardide-coated bearings have been in service for three years
during which time they have experienced some moderate-to-severe
solid ingestion, yet the coated bearing surfaces remain in excellent
working condition and were re-used in the refurbished pump.
• The substrate is 410 stainless steel to match the coefficient of
thermal expansion of the other parts to maintain close clearance over
a range of temperatures. With the CVD Tungsten Carbide coating
there has been no galling or cracking of the coated surfaces.
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Centrifugal Pump Bearings: Field Tests
Dennis Bowman, Consulting Engineer, Alfred
Conhagen, Inc. :

Pump non-drive
end Bearing

“For years we have struggled with the design of unique pump
components, trying to strike a balance between performance
and manufacturability. The Hardide process allows us to
finish machine the intricate geometry then add a precise
thickness of the Hardide matrix to produce a part with great
wear characteristics and low coefficient of friction.
Recently, a customer suffered a system upset and introduced
a large amount of ceramic bead catalyst to the pumpage and
destroyed all of the 8-3stage pump internals except the
Hardide-coated components. The Hardide-coated
components were re-used in the refurbished pump.”
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